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AWARD CEREMONI ES 
The f cl lowing members of the Faculty rece1 ved twenty-
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William M. Bauer, Electrical Engineering 
Richard C. Campbell, Mathematics 
William P. Cunningham, Physics 
Austin R. Frey, Physics 
Ernest K. Gatcombe, Mechanical Engineering 
Wilbert F. Koehler, Office of the Dean 
Brooks J. Lockhart, Office of the Dean 
Roy W. Pro.well, Mechanical Engineering 
Melvin F. Reynolds, Material Science and Chemistry 
Abraham Sheingold, Electrical Engineering 
W. Conley Smith, Electrical Engineering 
At the pi 1esenta.tion ceremony the Superintendent pointed out that 
those honored had made a significant contribution to the Post-
graduate School, and that they constituted that nucleus or backbone 
upon which the school has grown so effectively since coming to 
Monterey. The current excellence of the faculty is a reflection of 
the excellence of the group honored in the ceremony. 
At an Award Ceremony held 16 February, Associate Professor 
Raymond P. Murray of the Department of Electrical Engineering 
received the Letters Patent for his invention of a Superregenerative 
Receiver with Automatic Squelch. The forwarding letter from the 
Office of Naval Research, Pasadena Branch Office, commended 
Professor Murray for his contribution to the Art and his cooperation 
which enabled the Navy to gain patent prdection: 
"This patent has made a valuable contribution to the 
Government's patent position in that infrirtgement claims 
by outside interests against the Government for use of this -
invention would not be successful. II 
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COMPUTER FAMILIARIZATION COURSE 
The Navy Postgraduate School conducted a one-week 11Digital Computer 
Familiarization Course - West Coast11 during the week 6-10 February. 
Professor Williams, Head of the Computer Facility, was coordinator. 
Nineteen Navy Engineering Duty Officers, one Captain and the rest 
Commanders, attended the course. This was the third offering of the 
course at the School in the past four years. 
LT MAR TO JOINS CIVILIAN FACULTY 
Assistant Professor Paul J. Marta of the Department of Mech~nical 
Engineering was appointed a member of the civilian faculty following 
his release from active duty in the Naval Reserve on 31 January. He 
has taught at the School since he was called to active ·duty in February 
1965, Professor Marta received his D. Sc. degree from Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology in 1965. 
FOREIGN OFFICERS'. VISIT 
Major General Chi-wen Keng, Republic of China Marine Corps; Rear 
Admiral Tao-yi Yao, Republic of China Navy; and Commodore Kyong to 
Choe, Korean Navy, visited the School on 14 February. Their tour in-
cluded a visit to the School laboratories, the Computer Facility, and the 
Linear Accelerator installation. 
NOTICE 
The Third Term Faculty Meeting will be held 2 March at 1515 in King 
Hall • The committee reports and agenda will be distrib.uted prior to the 
meeting. 
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PRINCIPAL PROFESS! ONAL ACTIVITIES 
Professor W. E. Bleick of the Mad~ematics Department presented the 
following paper at the Tenth Technical Conference on the Naval Minefield: 
Prospect and Retrospect, held 30-31 January in Washington, D. C.: "Optimum 
Submarine and Ship Routing, 11 co-authored by Professor F. D. Faulkner and 
LT G. D. Schmeig. 
Abstract: Some possible applications of recent work in ship and 
submarine routing to problems associated with mine fields were 
discussed. Among the problems discussed was that of finding an 
optimum route through a hazardous area with known characteri stics. 
The solution to this may in turn be applied to the study of a proposed 
mine field, with the view of changing it to make it more effective. 
Professor Carl E. Menneken, Dean of Research Administration, chaired 
the session on "Natural and Explosive E nvironme nts 11 at the same meeting. 
Professor John R. Clark of the Material Science and Chemistry Department 
contributed the following paper at the Atlanta meeting of the Ameri can 
Crystallographic Association in late January: "Symmetry and anti-symmetry 
elements generated in crystalline edifices by dislocations. 11 
Abstract: The three dimensional periodicity of a perfect crystal 
is disruped by a stacking fault ; a second fault creates e i ther a 
bicrystal or an edifice composed of domains whose lattices are in 
orientations related by syznmetry operations and which, taken 
together, form a triply periodic lattice. The observed symmetries, 
and the physical properties, of real, macroscopic crystals, even 
those lacking magnetic or electric moments, cannot be described in 
monochromatic symmetry but require a generalized symmetry. 
Associate Professor Robert J. Renard of the Meteor ology and Oceanography 
Department contributed the following paper at the 4 7th Annual Meeting of the 
American Meteorological Society, New York City, 24 Jan uary 1967: "Numer1cc 
Baroclinic-Zone Analysis Utilizing Significant-Level Radiosonde Data. 11 The 
paper was co-authored by Lieutenants J. M. Hamrick and R. C. Schiffner. 
Abstract: The pres ent s cheme of Fleet Nume rical Weather Facility' s 
numerical frontal analys is is extended to include v ertically resolved 
significant-level radiosonde data as a means of inc reasing the horizontal 
resolution of the fro:d:-lo cati on paramete r, defined by Renard and Clarke 
in previous papers. Comparison with the p resent FNWF p r oduc t indicates 
the relative a ccuracy a n d advantages of both m odels . 
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Professor Warren C. Thompson of the Department of Meteorology and 
Oceanography on 23 January visited with Russian Scientists on board the 
Soviet Oceanographic vessel LOMONOSOV in San Francisco. On 27-28 
January he made a. site visit at Corvallis and Newport, Oregon, to evaluate 
the oceanography program at Oregon State University. The trip to Oregon 
was sponsored by the National Science Foundation. 
FACULTY PUBLICATIONS 
Parker, Sydney R. 
On the modified Z-transform of shifted functions, IEEE Transactions 
on Automatic Control, Vol. AC-11, No. 3, p. 760-761. October 1966. 
Abstract: This note presents the derivation of a useful and simple 
equation for obtaining the modified Z-transform of shifted functions. 
The resulting equation is much simpler to apply than the standard 
equation usually presented in the literature, 
Renard, R. F, and L. C. Clarke 
The U. S. Navy Numerical Frontal Analysis Scheme: Further Develop-
ment and a Limited Evaluation. Journal of Applied Meteorology. Vol. 5, 
#6, Dec 1966, pp. 764-777. 
Abstract: Essentials of the U. S. Navy's numerical frontal analysis 
model are reviewed. The scheme is extended to include frontal-
prognosis problems, visual presentation of numerical fronts, and 
application of the new approach to other areas of interest in meteorology 
and oceanography. An evaluation of the surface, 1000- and 850- mb 
numerical frontal analysi!s relative to manually analyzed fronts for the 
western part of the Northern Hemisphere is presentPd, 
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CALENDAR OF FACULTY PROFESSIONAL TRIPS 
G. A. Rahe 2/7-2/10 
C. A. Hering 2/7 - 2/16 
C. E. Menneken 2/10-2/11 
D. G. Willi ams 2/12 - Z/17 
J. N. Dyer 2/11 - 2/19 
J. E. Sinclair 2/15 - 2/17 
R. F. Rinehart 2/17 
R. G. Mills 2/19-Z/25 
E. F. 0 1Neil 2/25 






Navy Purchasing Office, 
Computer. 
Discuss research project 
at NOTS 
NOTS, di scus s Mine 
Warf are Pro bl ems 
San Francisco Attend SHARE XXVIII Mt . 
Sponsored by IBM-users' 
Organization, SHARE. 
Phoenix, Ariz TREMi X Mtng, visit 
San Bernardino Aerospace Corp. 
China Lake Fi el d Trip to NOTS with 
students in Explosives 
Cl ass. 
Corona NOL, Navy Senior 
Scientist s 1 Mtng. 
Norfolk, Va. Aeromedical liaison visit. 
San Jose Dept. of State Foreign 
Poiicy Conf for Educators 
Washington U. S. Nat11 Particle AccelE 
Conf. • visit NBS Accelerat 
sponsored by AEC and NSF 
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